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Summary:
Known as the ˆgateway to the Highlands,˜ Stirling is Scotland´s
youngest city, yet also steeped in some of the country´s most colourful
and glorious history. Situated on the River Forth, 40 minutes from
Glasgow and 50 minutes from Edinburgh, the city enjoys breathtaking
views of the Highlands, Loch Katrine, the inspiration for William
Blake´s The Lady of the Lake, Campsie Fells, and the Highlands´ largest
loch, Loch Lomond.
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Article Body:
Known as the ˆgateway to the Highlands,˜ Stirling is Scotland´s youngest city, yet also steepe
Places of interest:

Stirling is home to the magnificent Stirling Castle, where ruling Scottish monarchs resided fo

Open year round, the National Wallace Monument stands 220 feet above Abbey Craig, as testamen
Since 1874, the Smith Art Gallery and Museum has housed history, archaeological and fine art
Bannockburn Heritage Centre is the site of one of the most important events in Scottish histo
No visit to Stirling would be complete without experiencing Stirling Castle. Built on volcani
The Church of the Holy Rude is said to be the only church still in use that has witnessed a c
Things to do:

There are loads of things to do while in Stirling. From fantastic shopping centres to fun amus

The Thistle Centre is one of Scotland´s premier shopping centres, home to a plethora of high
There are a number of popular bike rentals, mapped cycle routes and guide led cycle tours for
The Safari and Adventure Park in Blair Drummond, near Stirling, is great for kids´ entertainm
For some fantastical and supernatural entertainment, the Doon Hill Fairy Walk is a must for a
Food & Drink:

Dining in Stirling is an unforgettable experience. No matter what pleases the palate, Stirling

With traditional, home cooked food on offer, local mother and daughter run Victoria´s Coffee
Recommended by EatScotland.com, The Birds and the Bees offers a lively atmosphere, national a
For a refined dining experience, the four star Jekyll´s Restaurant at the Queen´s
Hotel is
Hermann´s Brasserie is recommended as a staple of Stirling´s dining experience. Featuring a u
Reservations are recommended to experience the sophistication and world class cuisine of The
Stirling Hotels & Accommodation:

There is a wide range of Hotels and Accommodation available to suit all requirements and budge
Express By Holiday Inn Stirling
The Stirling Highland Hotel
Entertainment

Stirling offers all sorts of entertainment and nightlife, from cinema such as Carlton Cinemas,

Stirling, and its surrounding areas, is rightly known as Scotland´s birthplace. It cannot be m
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